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C R I T I C A L FOCUS
Brian J. Ford

Come Back Plastic, All is Forgiven
People dump plastics into the environment and give them a bad reputation – but we
rely on plastics to exist, and our future world will depend on them more than ever.
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ent day, Schönbein experimented at home. He was
careless, and one day spilled a mixture of concentrated nitric and sulphuric acid onto the kitchen table.
He seized the nearest cloth — his wife’s apron — to
mop up the spillage and made the same curious discovery as Braconnot. The apron was made of cotton,
and, where it had reacted with the acids, it formed
that strange, flexible solid: cellulose nitrate. Schönbein looked further into it and found it was flexible,
and highly inflammable; indeed, it could explode. He
came to England to carry out some tests in the mineral mines of Cornwall, and later experimented with
its use in guns. His discovery soon acquired the name
it has today: gun-cotton. It remained a curiosity until
1846, when two French experimenters, Louis-Nicolas
Ménard and Florès Domonte, found that it was readily soluble in ether (ethoxyethane). If the solution
was diluted with ethanol, it formed a clear, viscous
solution that would rapidly dry to form a thin, flexible film. By 1847, in Boston, a physician named John
Parker Maynard pioneered the use of this solution in
medical practice. He developed it as a miraculous “artificial skin” and the sticky solution was named collodion, from κολλώδης (kollódis), Greek for glue. The
era of plastic was beginning to dawn.
The demands of a rapidly expanding industrial
sector meant there was a growing interest in new, artificial substances with exploitable properties. Since
prehistory, people had contrived to make useful objects and tokens of worship from natural materials
like bone, horn, ivory, and tortoiseshell. A new raw
material was brought to the attention of European
philosophers when Christopher Columbus saw Taino
children bouncing rubber balls when he revisited the
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Caribbean in 1493. Its introduction to European philosophers caused growing interest, and it was in the
late 1700s when the philosopher Joseph Priestley discovered that it could be used to rub off pencil marks
on paper, giving this novel substance its English name
“rubber.” Inventors tested rubber with various solvents and heat treatments, and it was soon being used
to waterproof rainwear. In 1820, Thomas Hancock in
London patented the first artificial leather, made from
processed rubber, and in America, an avid inventor,
Charles Goodyear, became preoccupied with rubber and tried mixing it with a range of substances in
the hope of developing a new material that industry
would exploit. Adding magnesia gave a white solid,
mixing rubber with carbon black and turpentine produced a waterproofing solution, while cooking it with
nitric acid hardened its surface. None of these experiments gave him a successful product until one day in
1839, when he mixed rubber with sulfur. Some spilled
accidentally onto a hot stove, and Goodyear found
that a solid substance had formed. They called it vulcanite, after Vulcan, the Roman god of the sulfurous
volcano, and soon items like clarinet mouthpieces,
dentures, and fishing reels were being produced from
it. Then in 1846 in Birmingham, England, an inventor
named Alexander Parkes invented cold-cured vulcanized rubber, before turning his attention to collodion.
In 1855, he found a way to make solid objects from
nitrocellulose resin. He could glimpse a prodigious
enterprise for this human-made plastic, which he patented as Parkesine in the following year. Within a year
collodion was being tried out as a waterproofing agent
for topcoats, and solid objects made from Parkesine
were on display at the 1862 International Exhibition
in London, where they earned Parkes a bronze medal.
But it didn’t work out. Parkesine objects soon developed cracks, and of course they were highly inflammable. Buttons, brooches, and beads were made with
some success, though they were not money-spinners.
Although a few visionaries thought of Parkesine as
a synthetic substitute for ivory, it proved impossible
to put into practice, so Parkes was forced to close the
company in 1868.
CELLULOID MAKES IT BIG
Nitrocellulose remained a hot topic when its
study was taken up by John Wesley Hyatt in New
York. He worked for a printer who produced gaming
boards and set up his own company to make checkers and dominoes. They were traditionally made from
ivory or bone, and Hyatt knew that an artificial subTHE MICROSCOPE 67 (2019)
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stitute would be commercially important. Research
gained impetus in 1863, when the New York firm of
Phelan & Collender offered an award for the best artificial ivory that could be used to make billiard balls
— and with it came a prize of $10,000 cash (worth
$140,000 today). Hyatt was experimenting with Parkesine when the competition was announced — and the
lure of money spurred him on to try admixtures with
many compounds. The answer proved to be camphor
which, when mixed with nitrocellulose, gave a plastic product that was cheap, easy to mold, and could
easily be colored. In 1869, he took out a patent on his
new plastic — trademarked Celluloid — and also on
the machinery which could produce it. His discovery
took the world by storm, though the $10,000 prize was
never paid out. Within a decade, his plastic was being made into piano keys and billiard balls, combs and
buttons, brooches and chessmen, eyeglasses and dentures. The era of abundant plastic had been launched.
Hyatt set up the Albany Billiard Ball Company, which
prospered in New York for over a century. Unlike
Goodyear, who died in poverty, Hyatt received the
Perkin Medal of Honor from the Society of Chemical
Industry in 1914 and became a wealthy man. The trade
name Celluloid became a generic term, and it underpinned the growth of the photographic and movie
industry. Films made with nitrate were clear and brilliantly well defined (movie buffs still say that celluloid gives the most vivid picture for the viewer), but
nitrate (–NO3) is highly inflammable and, because it is
itself rich in elemental oxygen, the combustion cannot
be extinguished even when immersed in water. But
celluloid does degrade. Being composed of cellulose
polymers, it is amenable to digestion with naturally
evolved enzymes and there has been little problem
with pollution caused by these plastics. Some bacteria
and many fungi (notably Aspergillus) can biodegrade
nitrocellulose, even though its impermeability can
make it a slow process.
During World War I, the Russian chemists focused on the quest for artificial rubber. Ivan Ostromislensky studied organic chemistry in Karlsruhe, Germany for five years before returning to Russia to work
on synthetic rubber. In 1905, he published 20 different
methods of preparing butadiene as the basis of artificial rubber. He also established a bacteriology laboratory, searching for ways to synthesize antibodies before publishing a book on analogues of rubber in 1913.
Not until 1922, when he emigrated to the U.S., did he
find an outlet for his enthusiasms: as well as working
on antimicrobial drugs, in 1928 he was granted a U.S.
patent for the production of one of the most impor-

Parkesine, a form of nitrocellulose, became the first commercially successful plastic, when Alexander Parkes set up his factory in London. The
products sometimes deformed in use, or burst into flames. These surviving objects from the 19th century are in the Science Museum in London.

tant plastics in the modern world: styrene. Curiously,
polystyrene had been discovered back in 1839 by a
German apothecary, Eduard Simon, who had isolated
it while studying natural resins but never realized its
potential importance. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) was
also first produced by accident. In 1872, a German
chemist, Eugen Baumann, left a glass flask containing vinyl chloride on a sunny window sill, and the
action of sunlight polymerized it to produce a white
solid lump of PVC — though Bauman took his discovery no further. Thirty years later, Ostromislensky in
Russia and Fritz Klatte in Germany both investigated
PVC as a commercial plastic, but it proved to be too
brittle to be of use. The answer was to add a plasticizer to the polymer, and in 1926, Waldo Semon at the
B.F. Goodrich Company of Akron, Ohio, perfected
the process. From that date on there was steady progress, until PVC became one of the most widely used
plastics in the world, with 35 million tons currently
produced every year. PVC in nature slowly weathers
to form increasingly smaller particles, which can be
ingested by animals, but which are not metabolized.
We are now living in the Anthropocene age — an era
marked out by human activity — and the sand samples of the future will contain PVC particulates as a
matter of course.
Philosophers had long searched for a way of making fibers that could supplement natural thread made
from cotton, silk, wool, or linen. The pioneering microscopist Robert Hooke was first to speculate about it
33

in his book Micrographia of 1665 (“Critical Focus: The
Incredible, Invisible World of Robert Hooke,” The Microscope, 63:1, pp 23–34, 2015). Wrote Hooke:
I have often thought that probably there might
be a way found out, to make an artificial glutinous
composition, much resembling, if not full as good,
nay better, than that Excrement, or whatever other
substance it be out of which, the Silk-worm wiredraws his clew. If such a composition were found,
it would certainly be an easie matter to find very
quick ways of drawing it out into small wires
for use.
Hooke predicted that, if some “inquisitive person”
discovered how to do it, they would have “no occasion
to be displeas’d,” and thus he neatly anticipated the
artificial fiber industry. Not until 1884 did anyone find
an answer, and it was another accidental spillage that
provided the clue. French chemist and microbiologist
Count de Chardonnet, Louis-Marie Hilaire Bernigaud
de Grange, had been working with Louis Pasteur on
a disease of silkworms, and spilled some collodion
while preparing photographic plates in his darkroom.
Reaching for a cloth to mop it up, he noticed that the
rapidly drying solution left trails of fine threads as he
lifted the cloth. The threads drew out to look like silk
and — because silk was what he had been working
on — he immediately saw it might be an artificial substitute. He patented his discovery as Chardonnay Silk.
Like Parkesine, it was made from nitrocellulose and,
though attractive and durable, it was highly inflammable and proved too dangerous to sell. Next year, Swiss
chemist Georges Audemars produced crude artificial
silk by dipping a needle into liquid mulberry bark pulp
and gummy rubber to make threads, but his method
was too slow to be practical. The breakthrough came
in London during 1891, when Charles Frederick Cross,
Edward John Bevan and Clayton Beadle perfected
the viscose process for creating cellulose fibers. Cellulose is synthesized from glucose (C6H12O6) forming
a polymer with the basic formula (C6H10O5)n . In 1892,
the British team discovered that cotton cellulose could
form a solution in sodium hydroxide (NaOH), which
could be treated with carbon disulfide (CS2) to form
a viscous liquid that could be used to make a transparent film, or extruded from spinnerets to produce
fine fibers. The fibers became rayon — the sheet cellophane. Both are biodegradable, though the CS2 used in
traditional rayon processing is poisonous. There have
been reports of toxicity, and in the 1930s, more than
a quarter of workers in American rayon factories be34

came ill through sulfide poisoning. Rayon can now be
made using the Lyocell process, which uses hydrated
N-methylmorpholine N-oxide (C5H11NO2·H2O) as the
solvent and is far less harmful to health.
PROTEIN POWER
The quest for new solid materials soon led to the
investigation of milk proteins. Hard cheeses, when
stored until they dried, can be carved into shapes, and
in 1893, a French chemist, Auguste Trillat, discovered
that treating milk proteins with formaldehyde preservative rendered them solid and insoluble. Cow’s milk
protein comprises 80% phosphoprotein, known as
casein, which, being hydrophobic, is relatively insoluble and is held in suspension as supramolecular aggregates known as micelles. When dry, milk proteins
are long-lasting, and many of the tomb paintings from
ancient Egypt were created with casein paint. Indeed,
until acrylics became popular in the 1960s, casein
paints remained a favorite medium for graphical artists. Casein glues were also widely used, even to hold
aircraft together, and are still found as a label adhesive
and in the manufacture of electrical transformers. Trillat’s revelation was that, when casein is treated with
formaldehyde, it changes to a hard and insoluble state
as the micelles become cross-linked. The resulting
plastic was named Galalith — from the Greek words
γάλα (gala, milk) and λίθος (líthos, stone) — and, unlike celluloid, it was nonflammable. In the U.S., this
hard, hornlike plastic was marketed as Aladdinite and
as Lactoloid in Japan. Unlike celluloid, Galalith was
not a thermoplastic so it did not burn and, once set,
it could not be molded into shapes. But it was cheap
to produce and easy to cut and extrude, and it soon
found applications in the world of fashion. It was used
to create fabulous Art Deco jewelry and for combs and
decorative hairgrips. It was soon used to make piano
keys, replacing the inflammable celluloid; even today
it is used to make buttons. What’s more, Galalith also
proved to be biodegradable.
Then, in 1907, Leo Henricus Arthur Baekeland gave
us polyoxybenzylmethylenglycolanhydride. Born in
Ghent, Belgium, Baekeland had made a fortune by inventing Velox photographic paper and, after emigrating to the U.S., he sold the rights to George Eastman
of the Eastman Kodak Co. for $750,000 (now $20 million). Part of the deal was that Baekeland would stay
out of research in the field of photography, so he took
to chemical experiments instead with the sole aim of
“making more money.” He heard that German experimenters had tried reacting phenol with formaldehyde,
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obtaining a dark-colored product of no use to anybody; but Baekeland thought it might make a substitute for shellac. That important resin is extracted from
the lac beetle Kerria lacca, and it was widely used to insulate copper wires in electrical equipment. A cheaper
alternative would be highly marketable. His product
was novolac1, which went on sale in 1905, though it
never made much money. During his experiments in a
barn at his home in Yonkers, Baekeland noticed that a
hard resin was produced when the reagents reacted —
and further investigations showed that it could be produced in molds and was highly resilient. He had discovered the first wholly synthetic plastic and named it
after himself: Bakelite. It was a huge success, greater
even than his photographic invention. Baekeland was
granted a patent for his invention in 1909 and soon it
was being made into telephones, radios, electrical devices (including distributors in automobile engines),
and a host of similar products. Baekeland received
many honors, including the Perkin Medal in 1916 and
the Franklin Medal in 1940, and he died a wealthy
man. In today’s world, many laminates like formica
and the medium density fiberboard (MDF) that is so
widely used in modern homes are made by impregnating wood with melamine, the modern version of
thermosetting plastics descended from Bakelite resins.
You can even buy novolac for industrial use as a tough
resin. These are resilient plastics, though none is biodegradable. They will all endure.
The nature of these plastics remained a mystery,
until a German organic chemist, Hermann Staudinger,
turned his attention to the chemical structure of rubber. In 1920, he showed that, like other complex compounds, including starch and cellulose, the essential
structure took the form of long chains of molecules
joined by covalent bonds. They formed chains, often
of immense length. He called this structure Makromoleküle — Staudinger had discovered the secret of
polymers and was later awarded a Nobel Prize for this
breakthrough.
There is a curious coincidence in the novolac name. In 2008, infant formula produced by the Sanlu Group in Shijiazhuang, China,
was deliberately adulterated with plastic and caused the deaths
of 12 babies through malnutrition. An estimated 300,000 children
became ill and 54,000 of them ended up in hospital, many with
kidney stones. To increase profits, the company had been adding
powdered melamine to the mix, because the plastic powder was
detected as protein when analyzed. Another 21 Chinese companies
were later found to have adulterated their products in the same
way. The Communist government investigated, and two directors
were sentenced to death (one later had the sentence suspended),
five were jailed, and seven officials were fired. Curiously, Novalac,
launched in 1991, was chosen as the trade name for a brand of baby
formula. Novolac (plastic), Novalac (formula); in retrospect, the
choice of name did not turn out to be the best.

1

Galalith, a durable and biodegradable resin made from the casein
protein extracted from milk, was used to make buttons, combs, and
spoons. Among the objects manufactured in the 1930s were these
gaming chips, dice, and similar objects.

POLYMER QUEST
From that moment on, there was a renewed vigor
in the search for novel polymers, and the bravest initiative came from America. In 1927, at the E.I. du Pont
de Nemours & Company (now the DuPont Company),
Charles M.A. Stine persuaded the board to allocate
$250,000 (now $3 million) annually for research into
new plastic materials. To head the program, in 1928,
he signed up a brilliant chemist who had taught at
the University of Illinois and at Harvard, Wallace H.
Carothers. In 1930, Carothers worked on divinyl acetylene (C6H6), which could polymerize to form a rubbery
compound — but it smelled foul and was not commercially viable. Later research over the following decade
would result in neoprene, the first artificial rubber.
Carothers had been studying polymerization by reacting an alcohol with organic acids, and his next discovery was also made purely by accident. He reacted
sebacic acid (C10H18O4) with ethylene glycol (C2H6O2)
and ended up with a blob of sticky material that he
found hard to remove from the reactor vessel. One of
his colleagues, Julian W. Hill, tried to dig it out with a
spatula and found that it came away in stringy fibers;
crucially, he discovered that the more you drew out
these fibers, the more their tensile strength increased.
You might think this resulted in a commercially viable
synthetic fiber, but it was not to be. These fibers became soft and useless in hot water. They tried other
polymers, but none was practical, and Carothers considered terminating the program altogether until he
thought to replace the alcohols with amines. The reac35

tion between hexamethylenediamine (H2N(CH2)6NH2)
and adipic acid (C6H10O4) gave a white, waxy product
they called 66 Polymer. Mindful of Hill’s observations,
they tried drawing it out into threads and found that
the fibers developed enormous strength — though this
time the new polymer was stable at 260° C (500° F) and
it resisted chemical attack. They had discovered nylon.
It has found endless uses in manufacturing; though
nylon is not biodegradable. Recent developments have
shown that it can be made degradable though additives, so the nylon of the future may be less of an environmental burden.
EUROPEAN INNOVATIONS
Research into new plastics was also proceeding in
Germany, and it was in 1930, that the scientists at Badische Anilin & Soda-Fabrik (BASF) discovered a way
to manufacture polystyrene plastic. The Dow Company introduced polystyrene to the U.S. in 1937. It is
biodegradable; methanogenic bacteria can metabolize
styrene, and the expanded form can even be eaten
by some beetle larvae. In England, Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) had also joined the race. Reginald
Gibson and Eric Fawcett were experimenting with
ethylene (ethene, C2H4). Their experiments involved
heating it with benzaldehyde to 170° C (338° F) at a
pressure close to 2,000 atmospheres, but without success. The experiments were considered too dangerous
to continue. Two years later they had a better pressure
vessel, so Edmond Williams looked again at the idea.
He had John Paton and Michael Perrin repeat the experiments, this time using pure ethylene. Something
went wrong, and the pressure suddenly dropped —
the vessel had developed a leak and air got in. But,
when they opened it to clean out the contents, they
found something unexpected: 8.5 g of white powder.
By chance, and only because of an accident, they were
looking at the first specimen of polythene. “It was a
fluke,” said Frank Bebbington, a laboratory assistant
working on the experiment. Williams said later: “We’d
been heating a certain substance to well over boiling
point. For once it didn’t explode — but usually it did
— and we thought something must be wrong. So we
left it to cool overnight, and when I looked inside the
metal container the next day, I found what looked like
a lump of sugar. In fact, that ‘sugar’ was polythene.”
Although it is an entirely synthetic polymer, polythene is biodegradable, though only slowly. Bacteria
of the genera Bacillus and Brevibacillus, along with
fungi such as Aspergillus, can all degrade polythene,
given time. Bernard Habgood at the ICI Dyestuffs
36

Division proposed that polythene would be perfect for
insulating submarine cables, so production was begun
at a plant that made 100 tons per year. It opened on
Sept. 1, 1939, the day Germany invaded Poland and
triggered World War II. While Gibson and Fawcett
had been trying to polymerize ethylene, Rowland Hill
and John Crawford (also at ICI) had been developing
polymethyl methacrylate, a transparent plastic made
from methacrylic acid. It was marketed as Perspex. In
America, DuPont soon developed their own version,
which was sold under the trademark Lucite. When
sandwiched between glass, this gave us safety glass
(marketed as Plexiglas), which proved to be of crucial
importance in WWII. And yes, it is biodegradable;
Perspex can be metabolized by some cyanobacteria
and Archaea.
After WWII, new plastics and innovative applications appeared in a continual cascade — Velcro and
vinyl long-play records appeared in 1948, followed by
Lycra and the polythene bag the following year. In the
1950s, we saw polycarbonate and polypropylene, after which silicone breast implants, acrylic paints, and
plastic water bottles invaded our lives. The fashion
for plastic research also gave rise to an extraordinary
episode of scientific fraud. A young German physicist,
Jan Hendrik Schön, migrated to the U.S. to join the Bell
Labs in New Jersey, where he announced his discovery of semi-conductor plastics with astonishing properties. Starting in 2000, Schön published his research
in peer-reviewed journals, including Physical Review,
Nature, and Science, and scientists considered him so
brilliant that he was awarded the Otto-Klung-Weberbank Prize for Physics, the Braunschweig Research
Prize, and the Outstanding Young Investigator Award
of the Materials Research Society. Yet everyone had
been duped. The experiments were fictions and the results were fake. Scores of papers had been published,
and in 2002 Schön’s team of co-authors published the
first of many retractions (Bao, Z.; Batlogg, B.; Berg, S.;
Dodabalapur, A.; Haddon, R.C.; Hwang, H.; Kloc, C.;
Meng, H.; and Schön, J.H. Retraction, Science, 298:5595,
p 961, Nov. 1, 2002; doi:10.1126/science.298.5595.961b).
The quest for prominence in scholarship does much
to encourage fraud, when a foolish aspiring academic
cannot achieve anything tangible.
In the real world, our survival depends on plastic,
and it is plastic that will improve the lot of the developing world more than any other single substance.
How can their environment be made safer? By installing sewage systems, all made safe by plastic. What can
we do to stop children drinking polluted standing water? By tapping into artesian wells and underground
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aquifers — with plastic pipes — and storing water in
plastic tanks. Can they find power to drive a growing
economy and offer them the freedom of the internet?
Only if remote villages can have electricity, and every
electrical cable in the world is made safe through its
plastic insulation. You desire turbines for wind farms?
Vast photovoltaic solar power plants? Polytunnels to
grow crucial crops? Smartphones and tablets? Plastics
are used to make them all. The angry anti-plastic naysayers, capitalizing on a growing sense of unease at the
sight of oceans littered with plastic debris, will surely
stop once in a while to go to the toilet … sitting on a
plastic seat, operating a flush that depends on a plastic
syphon, with water coming in through plastic plumbing, and waste running safely away down a polymer
pipe. I dare say, one will respond by asserting: “My
toilet seat is made of wood!” — which is partially true.
Even that seat is coated with plastic.
BIODEGRADTION BY BACTERIA
People say that the petrochemical nature of plastics makes them inherently resistant to biodegradation. Yet bacteria have been metabolizing petrochemicals for hundreds of millions of years. We can group
these compounds into four categories: aromatics
(like benzene, toluene, and xylene), saturates (from
ethane through gasoline to paraffin), asphaltenes
(including phenols, fatty acids, ketones, and porphyrins), and resins (amides, pyridines, quinolines,
carbazoles, and sulfoxides). Some of these are longlasting compounds, notably the polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons that consist of two or more benzene
rings linked together. They resist being colonized by
microbial communities because they are highly hydrophobic, and the organisms find it hard to access
the molecule. These aromatics are everywhere — it
is impossible to find a place on Earth where traces
of these compounds cannot be found. Yet there are
bacteria that can metabolize even these recalcitrant
molecules. Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a gram-negative,
rod-shaped bacterium, is well known for its medical
importance (it can cause a range of tissue disorders
in humans, ranging from pneumonia to septic shock,
and it is often the cause of urinary tract infections),
while it causes infections of insects and nematodes,
and even soft rot in plants. And it’s an ingenious little
thing: colonies of the organism can grow as biofilms,
which support massive bacterial growths and can help
to channel nutriments where they can be accessed by
the bacteria while providing protection for the colony
as a whole. Pseudomonas is also quick to adapt, which

Nestled among shells of the common limpet (Patella vulgata) and small
particles of Bakelite, these white pellets of plastic, known as “nurdles,”
are now found in most of the world’s beaches.

is why antibiotic-resistant strains are appearing everywhere. The cells can methylate 16S rRNA, which
protects the bacteria genome against aminoglycoside
binding, thus preventing many antibiotics from damaging the cells. Like many other organisms, P. aeruginosa possesses transport systems known as efflux
pumps that can confer resistance against whole classes of antibiotics. This organism can even handle polycyclic hydrocarbons — and it isn’t unique. There are
at least 25 genera of bacteria known to degrade petrochemicals, including Aeromicrobium, Burkholderia,
Brevibacterium, and our old adversary Mycobacterium,
some species of which cause tuberculosis. Petrolconsuming fungi are also known: genera ranging
from Talaromyces and Graphium to Amorphoteca, and
Neosartorya have been found growing in petroleumcontaminated dirt, and water contaminated with
these hydrocarbons has revealed Yarrowia, Pichia, and
the familiar Candida (species of which cause thrush
infections). We think of Aspergillus as the mold that
makes Japanese sake and sometimes causes chronic
lung infections in people. We know that Cephalosporium causes a disease of monocotyledonous crops (like
wheat) but redeems itself by producing important
antibiotics. And our old friend Penicillium may be famous for producing that life-saving drug, but is also
a disease-causing fungus that attacks plants, while
other species of Penicillium process milk into Roquefort, gorgonzola, Danish blue, camembert, and brie —
and yes, all these genera can digest petrochemicals.
That tiny mold Penicillium launched the antibiotic
age, gave us the world’s finest cheeses, yet now helps
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For all our single-use plastic, the
U.S. is way down the list of global
polluters. According to The Wall Street
Journal, China is No. 1, followed by
other southeast Asian nations. People
living in deprived circumstances
have preoccupations other than
environmental tidiness.

digest petrochemicals. People should realize that it is
a remarkable legacy.
It has been proposed that much plastic waste
could be burned in waste-to-energy schemes, but that
causes atmospheric pollution. When PVC burns it produces dioxin, a cumulative poison unknown in nature
that damages many systems in the body and is also
carcinogenic. Dioxins are also created as byproducts
of pesticide production and the processing of paper
pulp. Flue gases can be scrubbed to remove dioxins
from the exhaust, but it remains a hazardous component of the fly ash that collects it from the smoke. In
the past there have been serious episodes of dioxin
poisoning. In Italy, the Seveso disaster in 1976 caused
skin lesions in hundreds of people, and thousands of
farm animals had to be slaughtered. Times Beach, MO
was contaminated by dioxin from waste disposal in
1982 and was later evacuated (it was also subject to
repeated and severe flooding, being built on a flood
plain, so there were other reasons for its abandonment). It was left to become a ghost town.
RISING TIDE OF WASTE
The form in which most plastic is produced is as
lentil-sized pellets, called nurdles in the trade. Each
weighs about 20 mg and measures about 3 mm across.
They adsorb toxic materials onto the surface and are
often consumed by marine organisms, which mistake
them for food particles. Nurdles are spilled in trans38

port, when containers are broken, or when they are
accidentally scattered at the factory. Now they are everywhere in the oceans, and most beaches will show
nurdles above high water mark if you look closely.
But most of the polymer pollution we see in the ocean
is there because people didn’t dispose of it properly.
Those plastic bags that litter the beaches and the discarded nets that kill marine animals are not the fault
of the factory but of the careless individuals who
dropped them in the first place. Currently, there are
6 trillion plastic items in the world’s oceans, and at
least 12 million tons of additional plastic waste are
dumped into the sea every year. It is like a large garbage truck emptying its refuse into the ocean every
single minute. We can do much more to prevent this
pollution at source — though we must not be too hard
on ourselves. Even with the plastic cutlery that we
discard every day and the ubiquitous single-use mug,
America is very far from being the biggest polluter.
Current figures are hard to find, but 10 years ago,
America was throwing away 300,000 tons of plastic
every year, of which one-third ended up in the ocean.
China, with a population four times greater, was
dumping 30 times as much — 8.8 million tons, with
3.53 million tons released into the sea. Today, those
figures are higher. The global total of plastic production in 2010 was 313 million tons, while now it is close
to 400 million tons. Where does it all go?
For 25 years the Western world exported its plastic waste to China for recycling or disposal. Since 1992,
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China took in 45% of the world’s plastic refuse, but late
in 2017, they announced it would end. Though other
countries (like Vietnam) are stepping up their importation of waste plastic, Western nations have been left
with a gathering pile of garbage. In 1950, the entire
global production of plastic was 2 million tons; today it
is 200 times as much. Now the subject has become topical it is creating an anti-plastic movement on an industrial scale. There are at least 100 books about plastic currently in print and some of the most popular that aren’t
concerned with cosmetic surgery have titles like: Plastic,
a Toxic Love Story (written by Susan Freinkel), Life without Plastic (Jay Sinha and Chantal Plamondon), Plastic
Purge (Michael SanClements), Plastic-Free (Beth Terry),
No. More. Plastic. (Martin Dorey), How to Live Plastic Free
(Luca Bonaccorsi), Zero Waste, 50 Tips for a Plastic-Free
Life (Caroline Piech), Turning the Tide on Plastic (Lucy
Siegle), and How to Give Up Plastic (Will McCallum).
Those are the titles that have caught my eye, while the
only book supporting plastics that I see is You Wouldn’t
Want to Live without Plastic, written by Ian Graham, an
Irish professor of cardiovascular surgery who moonlights as a children’s author. It is a good book, though
it is aimed at children younger than 12. Mind you, in
20 years many of them will be scientists and some will
end up as opinion-formers and politicians, so Graham’s
timely teaching may emerge when they’re older.
Once again fraud soon entered this branch of science. Three years ago, a major research paper was
published by Oona M. Lönnstedt of Uppsala University in Sweden. For the first time, she raised serious concerns over the physiological effects of plastic
waste on animals. This headline-grabbing research
had shown that microplastic polystyrene particles
were ingested by fish in the Baltic Sea with disastrous consequences. The study was carried out at the
Ar Research Station on the island of Gotland, using
larvae of perch (Perca fluviatilis), and the published
findings were devastating. They purported to show
that microplastic beads interfered with the metabolism of the fish, which selectively fed on the polystyrene while ignoring their natural food. The eggs
often failed to hatch, any little fish showed stunted
growth and diminished senses, they were less active
than healthy fish larvae and failed to detect the scent
of nearby grazing fish, resulting in raised predation. It was the largest and most thorough paper on
the environmental impact of microplastics. Fredrik
Jutfelt, of the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology, said: “It was groundbreaking, showing
massive behavioral effects on fish from natural concentrations.” (Lönnstedt, O.M. and Eklöv, P. “Envi-

This amateurish and unevenly lit micrograph was published by Oona M.
Lönnstedt of Uppsala University to illustrate the damage caused to perch
larvae by plastic microparticles. Nobody doubts the harm that plastic
pollutants can cause, but her research was fraudulent.

ronmentally Relevant Concentrations of Microplastic Particles Influence Larval Fish Ecology,” Science,
352:6290, pp 1213–1216, June 3, 2016; DOI: 10.1126/
science.aad8828).
But the paper didn’t make sense. Lönnstedt reported that 20 fish had consumed 28 of the 50 particles, so the majority of fish could not have ingested
any plastic. Some were said to have ingested “0.5
particles.” Scientists became suspicious and raised
their concerns with the Central Ethical Review Board
in Sweden, who appointed a team to investigate, but
they didn’t get far. When asked for the original data,
Lönnstedt claimed that her laptop had been stolen.
They then asked to see the university’s central backup, and found nothing; so she explained that, unfortunately, there must have been a technical glitch because
none of her results had been stored. Her supervisor
(and co-author) Peter Eklöv was interviewed for Science by Martin Enserink and floundered around,
trying to find excuses, eventually admitting that: “I
wasn’t really sure what she was doing, actually.” It
was all a fraud. Jeremy Berg, editor-in-chief of Science,
published a full retraction (Science, 356:6340, pp 812,
May 26, 2017; DOI: 10.1126/science.aan5763). Yet, even
as we go to press, Lönnstedt is still chirpy and bright
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Much of the farmland around Almeria, Spain is being developed for hydroponic vegetable production. These colossal polytunnel farms are staffed
by North African immigrants working under slavish conditions, and the
discarded polythene poses a significant threat to the environment.

Plastic waste is washed up on the shore to form drifts of accumulated
garbage. In my view, we should see this as nature’s way of sorting the
rubbish into accumulations that we can more easily collect. Already there
have been encouraging trials to clean the Great Pacific Ocean Patch.

on the web, proclaiming her skills while omitting the
matter from her bibliography, while the authorities
are now questioning some of her earlier results. You
see? When a subject is fashionable, it is important to
jump onto the bandwagon — just invent some data if
you have none.
MISTAKES AND MISCONCEPTIONS
There are still mistakes in our understanding. We
have all seen programs about sea creatures chasing
and eating plastic bags, mistaking them for jellyfish.
There is a widespread view that people should use
paper bags, rather than plastic, or take re-usable cloth
bags of their own to the supermarket. It may not be so
simple. It takes four times as much energy to produce
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a paper bag than to make one of plastic; paper bags
are hard to recycle, and — if they are dumped in landfill — they feed microbes that can release methane
(CH4), a greenhouse gas 30 times more potent than
carbon dioxide (CO2). So plastic bags may be better
for the environment than paper bags. The benefits of
re-using a cloth bag, which seem self-evident, can also
be a delusion. A re-used shopping bag carries bacteria
and fungi and would have to be used hundreds of
times to equal the environmental impact of a single
plastic bag. Our preconceptions about plastic often do
not stand up to scientific scrutiny. Meanwhile, there
is plastic in innocent-looking products where you
don’t expect — wet wipes, for example, and tea bags
contain plastic to give them strength. It also makes
them dangerously durable. And, although people
love to buy fresh fruit and vegetables from countries
like Spain, they have little idea of the environmental
cost. Near Almeria, southern Spain, the landscape is
covered with mile upon mile of polytunnels where
crops are grown using hydroponic technology with
poorly paid North African workers to tend them.
When the plastic greenhouses need to be replaced,
the discarded polythene becomes an environmental hazard. Even worse is the burden on the oceans
imposed by the very people who depend upon them
for their lives — much of the plastic pollution littering the world’s oceans comes from fisheries, most of
it discarded plastic nets. These trap sea creatures in
huge amounts and are a serious hazard to some of
the ocean’s most majestic inhabitants. When you consider these facts, banning drinking straws seems no
more than a trivial PR campaign.
We have seen so many pictures of beaches where
great drifts of plastic garbage wash up in piles. The
largest still afloat is the Great Pacific Ocean Patch, a
floating accumulation of waste the size of France that
contains 80,000 tons of discarded plastic. I believe we
should reconsider these. They are seen as global disasters, but they could also be recognized as nature’s
way of sweeping up pollutants into discrete accumulations ready for us to collect. The eddies of the oceans
and prevailing winds often drive floating plastic into
a single bay or a specific part of the shore. These are
the sites where we can take advantage of the winds
and currents and pick up what the environment has
amassed. Similarly, the Great Pacific Ocean Patch is
the center of the North Pacific Gyre, a continual circulation of currents that trap the garbage in a vortex
at a site midway between Hawaii and San Francisco.
Yes, it is an eyesore, but we can take advantage of the
natural currents collecting the waste and sweep it up,
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rather than having to clean the entire ocean.
It will have surprised people to know that many
of the plastics that we regard as persistent are actually biodegradable, yet we have seen that a range of
cyanophytes, bacteria, fungi, and Archaea have been
found to degrade traditional plastic products ranging from nitrocellulose and polystyrene, to polythene
and Perspex. It has recently been discovered that even
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), known as Dacron
and polyester when spun into fibers, and otherwise
used to manufacture drinking bottles and solar cells,
can become the major food and energy source for
strains of Ideonella sakaiensis bacteria. An even more
surprising discovery is that expanded polystyrene can
actually be eaten and digested by insect larvae, for it
has been found that mealworms of the darkling beetle
Tenebrio molitor and the superworm Zophobas morio
can exist healthily on a diet of expanded polystyrene,
though my guess is that microbes in the gut do the
job. In any event, it has been shown that the droppings
they produce can be as useful fertilizer and pose no
further hazard. Meanwhile, plastics can be treated
with additives to make them even more degradable,
and this will lessen the burden they pose in the future. We need to find new applications for plastics of
known biodegradability.
We have considered Galalith, made from the casein in milk since 1893. In 1935, Antonio Ferretti in
Italy patented the production of synthetic fibers made
from the same substance. It was given the trade name
Lanital and is soft and easily woven though rarely
used today; but it is biodegradable, and we will need
to harness this property in future. In addition to casein,
proteins, including soy and wheat gluten, can be used
to make biodegradable polymers. Whey, currently regarded as a waste product of cheese production, is a
pale greenish liquid with an unpleasant and persistent
odor but it contains lactose, which can easily be fermented by Lactobacillus, Lactococcus, and Leuconostoc
to produce lactic acid from which can be made a
range of biodegradable polymer products. Polylactic
acid can be used to make plastic containers that are
easily biodegradable. Aliphatic polyesters are completely biodegradable, and some of them have been
put to practical use, including poly-ε-caprolactone
(PCL), polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB), polylactic acid
(PLA), and polyglycolic acid (PGA). They tend to be
brittle and will need combining with plasticizers or
other biopolymers to make them commercially viable. Even polythene can be produced from the fermentation of feedstocks such as corn and sugar cane,
and — although it does not biodegrade — it can be

Nels Israelson posted this timely image on the Flickr website to illustrate
the harm caused by plastic pollution to marine mammals. About 45% of
the plastic waste floating in our oceans was dumped there by the fishing
industry, which depends on the oceans to survive.

Sea turtles face a dual danger from plastics. They often consume
drifting plastic bags, mistaking them for jellyfish, while netting is their
other major hazard. Francis Pérez photographed this turtle ensnared by
discarded fishing nets.

recycled, while the process of production removes
twice the weight of CO2 from the atmosphere as the
mass of plastic produced. We need to reduce our production of polymers from crude oil and turn instead
to biopolymers. Rather than packaging foodstuffs in
polycarbonate film, we should turn instead to bioplastics like cellophane or PLA. Instead of polypropylene,
we should turn to polyhydroxyalkanoate, a polyester
produced by organisms like the soil bacterium Cupriavidus necator, which has similar properties to the oilbased product. Polyurethane and epoxy resin can also
be produced by microbial action from naturally produced lipids from plants and animals, and are easily
produced in large amounts by culturing microalgae.
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The environmental organization Friends of the Earth have a huge
section online that is devoted to the problems posed by plastic. Much
of our food, currently wrapped in polycarbonate, could instead be
packaged in biodegradable cellophane. This vital material is not featured
anywhere on the organization’s website.

WHAT CAN BE DONE
For over a century, new plastics were introduced
without a thought being given to their fate. That
must change. The bioplastics of the future will reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and cut our reliance on
fossil fuels. But waste nitrate from the production of
biopolymers could pollute watercourses and contaminate farmland, nitrous oxide emissions could damage
the ozone layer, and the raising of crops as feedstock
for the plastics industry could increase pesticide and
fertilizer use and deplete agricultural land. Our future
planning needs to consider the fate of a plastic product
before embarking on production. And what can we do
now? In 2015, the United Nations published a Sustainable Development Goal to preserve the world’s oceans
and marine life, emphasizing the problem of plastic
and other pollutants. Then in 2017, the UN’s Environmental Programme launched the Clean Seas campaign, aiming to eliminate microplastics in cosmetics
and single-use plastic products by 2022. My colleague
Sir David Attenborough took up the cause in a 2018
TV program on the BBC’s “Blue Planet II” series and
raised a rallying call to address the problem of marine pollution by plastic. This year he attended the Davos meeting and was interviewed by Prince William,
Duke of Cambridge, to press the message home.
Internationally, I believe we need to do two
things. First, to enact an international treaty to oblige
every nation to face the problem and take action to
ameliorate the situation we face. Secondly, we must
mop up the waste. One proposal by an organization
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called Ocean Cleanup features a floating barrier propelled by the wind that would encircle floating plastic
garbage and draw it together where it could be lifted
from the ocean and carried away by ships. They calculate that the Great Pacific Ocean Patch could be reduced by 50% in the space of five years. Two years
ago, Adidas launched a selection of trainers made
from ocean plastic waste, marketing them in their Ultraboost range. Each pair was made from 11 plastic
bottles, while the laces, heel lining and sock covers
were all made from other recycled materials. Within a
year, Adidas had sold 1 million pairs of trainers made
from plastic dumped into the sea. Releasing plastic
waste into the ocean should be regarded as seriously
as contamination with crude oil. Dumping a plastic
bag needs to be seen as antisocial, like smoking cigarettes in a wine bar.
Meanwhile on land, local initiatives need to identify the coves and beaches where plastic drifts accumulate and lift them onto trucks to clean up the coast. And
where should we put the tons of plastic people collect?
Landfill. Dedicated landfill is the most reasonable answer to this potentially overwhelming problem. There
are many areas of the world where vast cavities across
the landscape have been blasted open and excavated
in our quest for minerals, and plastic garbage would
clearly be the most sensible way to refill these gaping
wounds. The plastic will not degrade, and in future
centuries, technology will exist which would allow us
to mine these plastics as a raw material for new industries. Meanwhile we can harness the microbe world to
help us dispose of the plastic refuse that is amenable to
biodegradation and use microbial and biological raw
materials to make degradable plastics for the future
that will not impact our environment in the same way.
Pretending plastic is bad is pernicious. The Duke
and Duchess of Sussex — better known as Prince Harry,
son of Charles, and Meghan Markle, star of the “Suits”
TV show — flourish on fashionable phrases for the
young, as ambassadors for their future. At a recent WE
Day UK event (don’t ask), Prince Harry said: “Eliminate plastics. Conserve water.” This was shortly after
the Duchess had attended her $200,000 baby shower,
flying transatlantic in a private jet, and just before the
Duke hired a private helicopter costing $10,000 to visit
Birmingham, after which he met environmentalists to
discuss the dangers of climate change. Eliminate plastics? Where will Harry store that conserved water? I
hope that they didn’t need to switch on a light, use
a computer or run the tap on those trips. If they did
use the toilet, I hope they didn’t flush. Example works
better than exhortation — particularly with plastic.
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